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Monastic Economic Problems
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The gift at entry served the straightforward purposes of increasing the wealth and income of a religious house and of defraying at least part of the expense that a new member would require for clothing, food, and other necessities. As in the case of modern colleges and universities, there were vast differences among the various institutions comprehended under the rubric "religious house." One of the chief differences lay in the size of the income available to a given house. Many monasteries and nunneries did not receive an adequate initial endowment or else did not maintain an equilibrium between income and the number of religious in the community. At least since Carolingian times there had been sporadic attempts to balance numbers against resources. In 787 King Pippin of Italy ordered his missi to investigate the resources available to religious houses in his kingdom. In 811 Charlemagne met with some bishops and abbots to discuss problems, among which was the troublesome desire of some prelates to rule larger communities than was fitting or feasible. On 12 November 826 a Roman council under Pope Eugene II recommended that the modus discretionis be observed in receiving clerics of any kind, lest more be admitted than resources could support. Following initiatives taken by his ancestors, Charles the Bald in 853 ordered a financial inquest of canonries, monasteries, and nunneries, so as to fix the number of religious in each house relative to the resources of the house. This plan, as with so many other Carolingian...
ian attempts at reform, was aborted with the decline of the empire, and the problem of supporting religious houses remained. For many religious houses in the eleventh century, the gift normally received from new members was an important contribution to the maintenance of some proportion between numbers and resources.

However, the gift at entry served other less obvious purposes as well. Religious houses in the eleventh and twelfth centuries were endowed institutions that had their economic foundation in their status as possessors of men, of land, and of profitable rights. The religious houses were seigneuries, similar in many ways to their lay counterparts. In spite of certain obvious differences attributable to the contrast between an undying corporation on the one hand and a family with its dowries, inheritances, and pious donations on the other, these analogous seigneuries exercised similar practices over similar possessions for similar ends.

One of the key traits of these seigneuries, especially the richer among them, was the complexity of their structure and of their sources of income. Most religious houses drew revenues and services from their rights over their men and over the tenants of their domains. They also derived income from the normal appendages to agricultural life, such as mills, pasture rights, hunting rights, and forest rights. Many religious houses also participated, in varying degrees, in the practice of holding proprietary churches. Like other lords, they had benefited from the general breakdown of diocesan structures during the troubled ninth and tenth centuries. They had gathered into their patrimonies ecclesiastical sources of income, such as churches and the accompanying tithes, burial fees, and other parochial dues.

The reform movements of the eleventh century increased significantly the share of ecclesiastical forms of revenue received by religious houses. The reformers placed pressure on lay possessors of ecclesiastical rights to give them up, but they generally allowed ecclesiastical possessors of parochial rights to retain them. The reform propaganda began to have a significant impact in the later eleventh and twelfth centuries. For reasons rooted in contemporary piety, many of the
laymen influenced by reform sentiment offered their illicitly held ecclesiastical property to religious houses rather than to the dioceses and parishes from which it was originally alienated. The monasteries were favored recipients of such restitutions because a man whose conscience troubled him normally valued the prayers of monks higher than he did those of bishops or parish priests. Some bishops sought to reassert their general control over restored properties by insisting that a lay donor give the property to them, and they would hand it on to the monastery. In spite of these episcopal efforts to regulate transactions, the later eleventh and early twelfth centuries saw much ecclesiastical property flow by gift and purchase into the possession of religious houses.

In addition, the religious seigneury, like its lay counterpart, sought by purchase, by gift, and by usurpation to enrich its patrimony with various public rights, such as justice, tolls, and market dues. The resulting conglomerate of real properties, rights, and exemptions that constituted the patrimony of many religious houses was not radically different from that which formed the economic base of many lay lordships of comparable size in eleventh-century France. Of course, in addition to the similarities, religious houses often had sources of income unavailable to a lay lord, such as pious donations, entry gifts, and pilgrim offerings.

It is crucial to an understanding of the role that entry gifts played in the economy of most religious houses that this complexity of endowment be fully appreciated. Normally, the monastic patrimony was interspersed among the possessions of lay and ecclesiastical neighbors, and complexity meant that interaction with those neighbors was both common and necessary. It was a rare seigneury, ecclesiastical or lay, that held its properties and rights in a compact block. Scattered fields, divided rights, and shared revenues were the normal conditions of economic life. Not only were properties and rights subdivided, but the processes that led to further division continued to function in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. There was, of course, no unified legal system in medieval France, and large differences were particularly evident between regions of written law and those of customary law. How-
ever, in spite of important variations, it was generally true that the property rights of an individual were limited seriously by the rights of his kin.\textsuperscript{14} Exclusive ownership of property by individuals, as had existed to a degree in Roman law, did not prevail in eleventh- and twelfth-century society. In that society families of property experienced a series of recurring events that demanded the transfer and subdivision of property within the kin group and, less often, outside it. The most prominent of these social “crises” were marriage, with its need for dowries; death, with its need for prayers, burial, and division among heirs; entry into religion, with its demand for a gift; and financial emergencies, which led to sales of, and mortgages on, property. Property could be parcelled out to a virtually unlimited number of individuals and institutions. Even when the custom of primogeniture developed, the process of fragmentation was merely slowed rather than ended.\textsuperscript{15} Because there were no firm limits to the subdivision of property, the process could go very far. In a region where the rhythm of life had not been violently interrupted for three or four generations, the natural evolution toward subdivision in response to family needs normally produced a complicated mix of shared rights, properties, and revenues.\textsuperscript{16}

Religious houses might seem relatively immune to these processes of subdivision, but in fact they participated actively in them, chiefly as buyers and sellers of properties, as mortgagers,\textsuperscript{17} and as recipients and givers of gifts. In due course, they accumulated patrimonies that included many subdivided rights and properties. For example, in about 1100-1102 the monastery of Gel­lone received one-half of a church dedicated to Saint Julian, along with the one-fifteenth of the tithe and the entire fief of the priest. The nunnery of Ronceray at Angers received an eighth share of the altar of Saint George, which included one-eighth of the offerings of money, candles, bread, tithes, rents, and first fruits.\textsuperscript{18} Secular properties too were subject to the social need for subdivision, and a religious house might come into possession of half a mill, a quarter of a toll, a quarter of an allodial field, or half a fief.\textsuperscript{19} The monastic cartularies make it clear that in the
eleventh century it became rarer for a religious house to receive gifts of land or of rights that were not shared or partitioned with others.\textsuperscript{20}

A complex endowment entailed considerable inconvenience for a religious house. A great portion of the religious' interest and energy was devoted to economic affairs, and a large number of the religious held positions in the economic hierarchy of the house. It has been estimated that in English Black Monk houses during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries about half the community, including the aged and novices, held offices, frequently with revenues attached to them.\textsuperscript{21} In addition, a complicated, scattered patrimony was difficult to manage. Considerable time and energy could be expended to collect relatively modest sums, e.g., one-eighth of the candle offerings of a distant church. Rather than attempt to collect such dues or to exploit distant possessions directly, religious houses often farmed them out, enfeoffed them to their men, and sold or exchanged them for more convenient possessions.\textsuperscript{22}

There is evidence that contemporaries were aware of the difficulties and annoyances inherent in a complex endowment. In the twelfth century, English Black Monk houses preserved the economically inefficient system of farming out properties on long-term leases because it was a secure, relatively bother-free technique when compared with the burdens of direct management.\textsuperscript{23} Many of the new religious orders of the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries were critical of the older monasticism because of its frequent contacts with secular persons and secular business. The new orders were apparently aware that complex endowments were a major cause of the imperfections of the older houses.\textsuperscript{24} In an effort to avoid such difficulties for themselves, the most successful of the new orders, the Cistercians, initially sought to exploit by their own labor large compact blocks of hitherto uncultivated land. They sought to buy out, or in some other way to remove, all others who possessed property and rights within the block. They refused to retain the tithes of other men, burial rights, churches, mills, serfs, and most other forms of property that might
have involved them in contacts with the secular world. In all of this the Cistercians were not unique; the Premonstratensians, Carthusians, and Grandmontines pursued comparable policies. Indeed, the fear of litigation about gifts and property was the expressed motive for certain elements of Grandmontine and Trinitarian legislation. If the Cistercians had adhered rigorously to this policy of economic isolation, they would have been spared the problems characteristic of the older, more complex patrimonies. However, the Cistercians began to accept forbidden forms of property in the second half of the twelfth century. The rapidity with which these forms of property were added to Cistercian patrimonies depended to a large degree on the zeal of abbots and the vigilance of visitors. By 1200 many Cistercian houses had endowments that included forbidden elements and fragmented properties. Although the proportion of such possessions might vary from house to house, it is nonetheless true that by the later twelfth century the White Monks faced problems in managing their patrimonies that were similar to those long familiar to the Black Monks.

Complex patrimonies gave rise to at least one additional serious problem for religious houses, that of litigation. Shared or subdivided properties were properties precariously held and peculiarly subject to encroachment, usurpation, and dispute. One need only thumb through several cartularies to see how frequently monasteries were involved in litigation about their possessions and claims to possessions. Such litigation was so much a part of life that the religious often anticipated it and attempted to forestall it.

Some of the reasons for the frequency of litigation are not difficult to discern. The rights of a seller or donor were limited by the legitimate claims of his kin or his feudal lord, and he could not with insouciance sell or give his property to a religious house. A charter from the monastery of the Holy Trinity at Vendôme, written about 1072, illustrated the difficulties inherent in transferring property. A married couple were impoverished, and they sought to trade their modest property for a life support. Initially
they approached relatives, who were unwilling to agree to the terms offered by the couple. Only then did the couple approach the monks of the Holy Trinity, who accepted the proposed arrangement. The woman declared explicitly that she did not want to offer any property that would be disputed after her death. Therefore, she gave or sold some property to relatives who had a claim on it, and "she gave to the Holy Trinity those allods of Listriaco which she received from her father, and which no relative or other person could legally claim." This couple, and the monks of the Holy Trinity who drew up the charter, were not being overly cautious in their attempts to guarantee the stability of this arrangement. The relatives of the sellers had rights, and the charter made clear that proper procedures had been observed and that those rights had been forfeited by the refusal of the kinsmen to give the couple a life rent in return for their property.

Repeatedly the charters reflect the insecurity of acquisitions made without the consent of kin. Religious houses that received gifts or that made purchases were aware of the crucial need to secure the assent of as many of the relatives of the owner as possible. Not only adult relatives actually present at the transfer of property were to be induced to agree, but also absentees and children under age were to be asked or forced to agree at the proper time. To arrange for the assent of kin was sometimes as expensive and often more laborious than the gift or purchase itself. In addition to the spouse and children of the owner, a wide variety of other relatives might have to consent, including in-laws, bastards, grandchildren, uncles, and cousins. Careful planning did not always prevent frustration of a gift or purchase. It was not unusual for relatives to refuse to agree. Even when they had agreed, such arrangements were unstable. More often than was comfortable for the monks, some kin repudiated their assent, denied that they had in fact agreed, or simply laid claim to the property in question.

Once litigation began it could drag on for years or even decades. The final settlement in such disputes was seldom a clear-cut victory for either party. The claims of kinship were very strong
in the eyes of contemporaries, and ordinarily had to have some satisfaction. In the common course of events, the religious house was obliged to strike a bargain in order to vindicate its claims. Indeed, it was not unknown to pay more than once for the extinction of claims against a disputed possession. A religious house could expect to be secure in its properties only after thirty or forty years of undisputed possession, if then.

It was not merely the relatives of the donor or seller who could threaten the stability of a transaction. There were others who might be in a position to lay claims against the acquisitions of a religious house. Much of the property offered to the houses was held in some form of feudal tenure. The feudal lord had rights and claims to be settled before he would sanction his vassal's sale or gift. Since the monastery was an undying corporation, the lord effectively lost his rights of escheat, wardship, and marriage, and understandably he expected some *quid pro quo* for his assent. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, feudal lords sought to exploit this right of assent as a way to raise money. A religious house might pay well for a feudal lord's assent, and even then it was not secure against further difficulties. In some charters a contingency plan was offered by the seller or donor in the event that a feudal lord refused to cooperate. On occasion religious houses received as a boon from a feudal lord the promise that he would allow it to accept freely any gift that his vassals might wish to make. Without such a guarantee, or its equivalent, the house's new possession was menaced by the lord's rights.

Whether a property was alodial or feudal, it might be mortgaged or otherwise burdened when it came into the monastery's possession. It is evident from the charters that many laymen found it a convenient and relatively inexpensive gift to offer an indebted property, since religious houses often had the cash necessary to settle the debt and gain full use of the property. If the monastery accepted such a gift, it was responsible for settling claims against it, often at considerable expense. Another common burden on property was a life interest in it guaranteed to some person, for example, the widow of the donor or seller. Only after the death
of the favored party at some indeterminate time in the future did the house come into full possession of the property. Innocent III dealt with a dispute arising from the fact that a man had given himself and his possessions to a religious house under the condition that he retain use of the property for life. He had lived so long that no one alive had witnessed his gift, and it was disputed by other claimants after his death. Such delayed gifts were a frequent source of litigation.

In view of the myriad opportunities for dispute arising out of complicated patrimonies and the web of those who might be able to raise a claim against a property transfer, it is not surprising that there were few religious houses that did not have a series of active or potential property disputes at any given time. The religious protected what they perceived as their rights by litigation, arbitration, and compromises worked out with their opponents. However, the religious houses also used recruitment and the traditional gift at entry as an opportunity to deal with litigation about their property. The great monasteries, like Cluny or Citeaux, might draw novices from far and wide, but most houses depended primarily on local families for new recruits. The recruit and his family were expected to make a gift at entry, and often that was simply what happened. But from a study of entry charters, it emerges that many of the very families that wished to place someone in a monastery were potential or actual litigants with the house concerning its property. With the exception of very poor or troubled houses, monasteries in the eleventh and twelfth centuries had a steady stream of applicants seeking admission; and consequently the religious houses were in a position to exercise choice and to reject recruits if they wished. When the opportunity presented itself, negotiations about entry and the gift at entry were used to end litigation and to correct the deficiencies of a complex patrimony.

Negotiations about Entry into Religion

In his commentary on causa I, questio II, of Gratian's Decretum, the canonist Rufinus, writing about 1157-59, faced the question,
"Whether for entrance to a monastery money ought to be demanded?", to which he replied in the negative. After citing authorities who condemned the insistence on money from those entering, he used the following case to illustrate one of the illicit forms of payment for entry:

Imagine that the Church of Saint Peter had a dispute with Scannabicus concerning a certain field, and when Scannabicus sought to have his son ordained in that Church the canons would not agree unless he offered ten pounds for his son or else gave up the dispute.  

Rufinus' creation of this example was not merely a school exercise. He was criticizing a widespread contemporary practice, which had fallen into disrepute in his day but which had borne no stigma a few generations earlier. The cartularies of religious houses reveal without equivocation that the reception of new members was frequently accompanied by conditions and agreements that were in intention and often in form similar to that criticized by Rufinus. When opportunity offered itself, the entry of a new member was perceived as an invitation to settle outstanding quarrels with him and his kin.  

A charter of Ronceray, dated about 1080, contains a full description of the negotiations that preceded the reception of the daughter of a local lord. At some time before 1080 Ascelina Cata entered the nunnery and gave as a gift the woods at Brain-sur-l'Authion and other forest rights. Her nephew Girorius of Beaupréau confirmed the donation. But such agreements were always unstable, and the nephew subsequently changed his mind and laid claim to the woods. The nuns settled with him for ten pounds. When Ascelina Cata died, her nephew renewed the claim. The charter makes it clear that the nuns believed he had revived the lawsuit in order to place a daughter in the house. He already had one daughter in the nunnery, and when the second was received, he returned the ten pounds, abandoned the claim on the woods, and added to the settlement ten arpents of meadow and the right for the nuns to buy things in the region without paying him any fees that they might otherwise owe him. Thus the entry of a new
member served to quiet claims against a piece of property that had itself been a gift at an earlier entry.

As the nuns of Ronceray implied about Girorius of Beaupréau, a person with a claim against the property of a religious house might seek a position in that particular house precisely because his claim was a reason for the house to consent and thereby extinguish the claim as part of the entry bargain. It was a common procedure, recorded in many charters, for one seeking a place for himself or for another person to make a gift and then to add to it a general renunciation of all claims that he might be able to raise. This was no idle gesture, since a potential claim was a threat that the religious house might be eager to end.56

The religious were of course in a favorable position with relation to someone who was seeking admission to their congregation. Contemporaries in the eleventh and twelfth centuries seldom criticized the use that the religious made of their position of strength to free themselves from litigation. Particularly when the reception was sought for a seriously ill person, ad succurrendum, the religious house could and would apply pressure for concessions. At Saint Aubin at Angers in the early twelfth century, Geoffrey de Carco asked that his dying father, Robert de Carco, be made a monk. Geoffrey was pursuing a claim against some vineyards belonging to the house, and in order to gain admission for his father he renounced his claim on the spot and subsequently made a modest gift for his father’s reception ad succurrendum.57

Thus recruitment offered an opportunity, perceived as legitimate by contemporaries, to allay at least some of the insecurity of, and litigation about, property. The monastic charters also reveal that the reception of new members served other purposes as well. Important lay and ecclesiastical figures at every level of medieval society had dependents for whom to provide. Some of those dependents wished to enter religious houses, but it was a social reality of the eleventh and twelfth centuries that there were individuals who had difficulty in finding a place without the aid of a patron. Retired soldiers,58 superannuated chaplains,59 children,60 and bastards were generally not perceived as attractive candidates
for the religious habit. To some degree, the prestige of an important figure was bound up with his ability to gain for his protégés and servants positions in religious houses that they could not gain for themselves. From the perspective of the religious house, the favorable influence of a friend at court or at Rome was useful to its interests and was worth seeking by favors.

The letter collections of twelfth-century churchmen, including the popes, contain numerous examples of requests for the reception of individuals in religious houses. Although the letters of such persons almost never mentioned the prospect of money or property from the entrant, they did promise explicitly or implicitly that the patron would show his appreciation for the favor by aiding the religious house at some future time. The reception of the recommended candidate was a sign of the friendship existing between his patron and the house. There was, of course, the implication that a failure to admit the person would be viewed as an insult to his patron. Religious houses too requested one another to receive new members, as a sign of their mutual fraternity and protection. A refusal to accept a person at the request of another house was a threat to continued cordial relations.

Many of the receptions made at the request of pope, bishop, or king were apparently tolerated without the clear assent of the monastic community, which might be more or less constrained to accept the nominee or else face unpleasant consequences. Far more illuminating for an understanding of the role that entry agreements played are the situations in which a religious house accepted the candidate of some locally powerful person. For when the two parties were more nearly equal in power, true negotiations about aid, favor, or property could take place. The monks of the Holy Trinity at Vendôme had a series of disagreements with a local feudal lord, Andreas of Alluyes. They came to a peaceful settlement in 1199 when Andreas offered the monks some revenues to compensate for others that he had seized and wished to retain. In addition he promised the monks full justice in his feudal court in a dispute over possession of a tithe. "The monks, as a recompense for this favor and because they have affection for me, created for me one monk whose name is Andreas Charrete."
In circumstances such as these the new monk was a symbol of the agreement; his entry into the monastery was almost incidental to the settlement of issues between his patron and the religious. In many situations it was the reception of a child that served as the cement for an agreement and as the living guarantee of its endurance. An early twelfth-century charter from the Breton monastery of Redon reenforces the impression that an individual’s entry into religion could be one element of a larger agreement that brought to the religious house something it wanted.

. . . Redoret, priest and lord of the church of Crossac, . . . came to Abbot Justin of Redon and to the other brethren. He handed over himself, all his possessions, his father, his mother, and his little son Restanet, with this agreement: they should take the religious habit, and he would retain the forenamed church by the leave of the monks until they ordered him to put on the habit. Thereafter the monks should possess all he owned. . . .

In this transaction the monks of Redon received two older adults and a boy, none of whom had an obvious religious calling, and agreed to receive the priest at some future time, in order to obtain a valuable possession, a church.

A charter of Saint Aubin at Angers illustrated even more pointedly how a patron could aid a man, in this case a soldier, who might not otherwise have been able to enter religion. A lord named Adam was disputing with the monks about the church of Bousse and the vicaria of l’Aleu:

It happened that a certain soldier of Adam, Hugo by name, who had served him well in secular subjection, wished to be a monk. Therefore Adam ordered Abbot Othbrannus and the congregation . . . for his sake to make of the aforementioned soldier a monk. By a friendly reciprocity he gave them the church and handed over the vicaria. It was agreed between the monks and lord Adam that the monks should satisfy him by receiving his soldier as a monk, and that lord Adam should do what he had promised before. . . .

Thus the negotiations that normally preceded entry into religion on occasion served as a form of diplomacy, in which important men were bound to the religious house by ties created when their friends and protégés were received into the community.
In addition to the termination of litigation and to the winning of favor from influential men, there was yet a third broad category of conditions under which new members were received. The religious were apparently aware that the complex collection of properties and rights constituting their patrimony often needed consolidation and, to use a modern term, rationalization. It was easier and more profitable to collect the whole of a tithe than it was to collect one-eighth of it. Religious houses also sought self-sufficiency, and they might need a meadow or a mill or some other element to meet a specific requirement. Some religious communities tried, as opportunity appeared, to round out their domains by purchase, exchange, and soliciting particular gifts. They also sought properties and rights that would complement their holdings and would meet their immediate or long-range needs. The reception of a new member presented important opportunities for this work of consolidation. The potential monk’s family expected to offer something for his reception, and it was in the religious house’s interest to pressure for a gift that would be useful to it. Since the properties of the house and the local lay world interpenetrated or were often parts of a subdivided whole, the religious must have found on occasion that their new member, born of a family often of local origin, could bring something particular that they wanted. If the family could not be induced to give outright a particular property, then at least it might agree to sell it to the religious, for there were rights and properties that might be difficult even to buy without some inducement. Entrance gifts and purchases alternated over a period of years until a monastery had reconstituted a more or less consolidated possession. A charter from the Cistercian house of Berdoues, dated 1181, reveals the details of one successful attempt at consolidation. Over a period of years the monks of Berdoues received a man as a monk, paid his niece and nephew 42 shillings, received both of them into the prayer confraternity of the house, and promised to receive the nephew if at some future time he wished to become a monk. The charter states clearly the net result of this mix of religious and secular payments:
And now the brethren of Berdoues possess in permanent right the entire villa of Lezian and the entire church, with all their appurte­nances, both as a result of these donors and as a result of Arnald of Lezian, their uncle, a monk of Berdoues.75

Although this charter is more explicit than most, it reveals a re­sult that is to be found in other charters as well:

Hugo Berlaius of Fay had a tithe in the parish of Saint Peter of Ce­tone, and the monks of Saint Denys of Nogent possessed a third part of the same tithe. He decided that he would make a monk of his little son who was a cleric, and he gave to the monks who received the boy as a monk two parts of the same tithe. . . .76

The monks also paid Hugo one hundred shillings and promised him an honorable burial. With this combination of a reception, cash, and spiritual benefits, the monks consolidated their posses­sion of a tithe.

In most cases it is difficult to know with certainty whether such consolidations took place by accident and luck or by plan­ning. The basic idea of consolidating property for the sake of spiritual isolation and economic convenience was well known in the twelfth century. The ascetic, separatist orders of that time, like the Cistercians and the Carthusians, sought as a matter of policy to own entire blocks of land. They systematically removed all outsiders possessing rights and properties within the bound­aries of their blocks. They did this primarily for the sake of separation from worldly affairs, but there were economic advan­tages as well, for such consolidated territories could be exploited effectively by conversi and granges. Furthermore, a religious house that had exclusive possession of a property stood less chance of being involved in litigation about that property.77 It seems clear that even in some of the houses of the older tradition, the entry of a new monk was seen as an opportunity to acquire in a rather non-systematic way needed or complementary additions to the monastic patrimony.

The conclusion is inescapable that in the eleventh and twelfth centuries reception of new members into religious houses had a
significance far beyond that of perpetuating a celibate community. Undoubtedly, many new members brought with them a modest, uncomplicated gift of land, money, or rights. But the monastic cartularies make clear that the negotiations about entry and the entry gift were used by the religious to protect or to advance their interests. Such negotiations about reception were expected, respectable, and legitimate in the eyes of contemporaries, and only in the 1120s and thereafter were serious questions raised about their propriety.
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